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ABSTRACT 
su~faces have textu~e, and 
smooth in the real world, yet 
modeled. Textu~ing provides the 
few surf aces are tuuly 
this is 
illusion 
how 
of 
they are 
increased 
suuface roughness o~ granularity, and it also gives the 
illusion of extua detail and realism. This is accomplished 
by modulating surface color based on a guadient function 
known as textuue patteun. 
Changing texture pattern data can be expensive and 
time consuming since the change must be done on database 
offline system and then reloaded on the Computer Image 
Geneuator (CIG) fou ueview of the change. The Interactive 
Textuuing (IAT) system is designed for online examination 
and/ou modification of the data associated with textuue 
patterns on the General Electuic Computer Image Gene~ator 
(COMPUSCENE III CIG). With this online capability, the 
IAT system is very cost effective because it facilitates 
the puocess of debugging and impuoving new textuue patterns. 
In this paper, the texture pattern data, 
specifications of IAT system, inte~face uequi~ements, 
the IAT system overview, limitations, measu~e of 
pe~fowmance and futuue enhancement are desc~ibed with 
respect to COMPUSCENE III CIG. 
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GLOSSARY 
CIG - Acronym fo~ Computer Image Gene~ato~o 
Compuscene I - A General Electric Compute~ Image Generato~e 
Compuscene II - A General Electric Compute~ Image Generatoro 
Compuscene III - A General Electric Computer Image Gene~ator. 
Compuscene IV - A Gene~al Electric ComputeF Image Generator. 
IAT - Acronym for Interactive Texture. 
LOO - Acronym fo~ Level of Detail. 
Level of Detail - Multiple versions for a single item. The 
diffe~ent versions are 
the eye point within 
based · on distance of the item from 
a data base, and the level of 
complexity for each version. 
Online - This te~m refers to describe softwa~e that is 
executed with CIG. 
Off line - This term ~efe~s to describe software 
executed without CIG. 
Edge - A line segment formed between two ve~tices. 
v 
that is 
Face - A polygon with limitations as defined by the CIG it 
is to be displayed upon. 
Polygon - A two-dimensional su~face defined by ve~tices that 
a~e coplanarr. 
Surrface - The exterio~ of an object or a plane or cu~ved 
two-dimensional· locus or pointso In flight simulation, a 
surface is u~ually a polygon. 
Pixel - The smallest unit of video or color of which the 
view scrreen is divided into. 
vi 
INTRODUCTION 
Early visual simulato~s we~e used in conjunction with 
a dynamic mot.ion platform to enable the useu to simulate 
real wo~ld action such as flying an aircraft, driving a tank 
or tasks which are difficult, dange~ous or expensive to 
unde~take in ~eal situation. These systems we~e complete 
with instrumention comparable to the actual cockpit of . an 
ai~craft o~ vehicle being simulatede The simulation of the 
flight dynamics and interface with the cockpit motion were 
ve~y realistic but the out-of-window visual effect was 
missing. Some success was achieved with model boards where 
a camera was cont"olled by the dynamics computer and 
p~ojected onto the screens around the pilot. Still the need 
fo~ a fully computer-gene~ated . image was appauent(2]. 
Current Computer Image Generator {CIG) devices are 
used in simulato~s fo~ pilots, astronauts, navigators, and 
milita~y trainees. These devices a~e nearly identical but 
differ in the database s from which they gene~ate simulated 
images. Visual flight simulation is by fa~ the major 
applications of CIG. 
Typical CIG hardware is composed of a general-purpose 
computer (fName I), a geomet~ic p~ocessor {f~ame II), and a 
video generator {frame III). The update rate of these 
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components is usually at 30 or greate~ HZ rate (30 static 
scenes per second) in order to yield the effect of continous 
OF jitter-free motion. A visual database fo~ a simulator 
is a model of some Fegion of the world. A model portrays 
not only the topological and geometric stuucture of objects 
and su~faces, but also thei~ colo~ and texture. It is the 
database that drives the visual imagery ha~dwa~ec 
Polygons a~e used to descuibe modeled su~f aces ~ather 
than higheF order parameteric equation. Su~face 
definition can be imp~oved by incueasing the numbe~ of 
polygons; however, as the number of polygons inc~ease, the 
computational load inc~eases. In orde~ to ~educe the cost, 
compromises are made to incuease ~ealism with the use of 
colou and surface texturing. 
Color gFeatly enhances · the 
pe~ceived quality of an image. 
powe~ful mechanism for disc~iminating 
would otheuwise appear identical. 
intelligibility 
Color pe~ception 
among objects 
and 
is a 
which 
Natuual scenes a~e uich in textu~e. The human visual 
system relies heavily on textuue cues to pe~ceive the 
stuuctuue in a scene. Realism of the desired suFface 
is g~eatly enhanced by using texture patte~n(s) [l]. For 
instance, it can simulate the visual sensations of air 
speed, height above the ground, tilt of the guound, location 
3 
in the envi~onment, etc. Futhermore, texture p~ovides 
additional cues for the relative size of objects and 
thei~ ~elationship to one another[3]. 
Const~uction of textu~e patte~ns is done offline and 
The need to be loaded into the CIG fo~ ueview. 
turna~ound 
impuoving 
system is 
time has significant impact on debugging o~ 
new texture patte~ns. The objective of the IAT 
to efficiently accomplish that task. 
CHAPTER I 
TEXTURING 
Basically, the~e aue two classes of textu~e, 
standard/st~ipe and cell textu~e. Standa~d textuFe is a 
finite set of pa~allel st~ipes that get ~epeated until the 
entire area has been covered. Cell texture is the p~ocess 
of digitizing photos to give photographic realism[4]. This 
papeu will not cove~ the discussion of cell textu~e since 
this is a feature of the Compuscene IV CIG. All textu~e 
discussions relate to Compuscene III. 
Textuue Code 
Texture codes aFe used by the modeleu for selecting a 
textuue on ceFtain polygons ou faces. The basic parts of a 
te~ture code are listed below: 
1. Pattern vector data 
2. Modulation maps 
3. Tuanslation maps 
4. Colou code 
4 
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Horizontal UP 
Reference ~ N 
Plane~ /.~~~~~- ~/-"~~~U~n-i_t~Pattern V:~tor 
/~ ~-----/~~---· E 
I I 
I I 
I I 
------- Modulation Map 
~ ( 1024 entries) 
Po = 0 
0+ -------------------------------~------+P 
--i.1-- Sample Interval w 
M 
Po = 1/4 P 
+ --------------------------------------~ p 
Figure 1. Pattern Vector Reference Data. 
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Patte~n Vector Data 
Patteun vectors define the di~ection and sampling 
inte~val/width of the selected textul!e modulation map. 
Thel!e 
used 
angle, 
point 
al!e thl!ee rrequi~ed parrameterrs fol! each modulation map 
in defining a texturre code. These are o~ientation 
theta, scaling facto~ orr width, and sta~ting sample 
PO, as shown in Figure 1, which will be discussed in 
g~eate~ detail in the ~equirrements section. 
Patte~n vectol!s a~e defined in a refel!ence plane and 
then p~ojected onto the plane of individual faces in the 
ha~dwa~e[S]. There a~e three rreference planes as follows: 
1. horrizontal 
2. verrtical north-south 
3. ve~tical east-west 
The horizontal plane suppol!ts the texturring of 2D-features 
such as fa~mland, ~ive~s, uunway strripes, etc, whe~eas the 
vel!tical planes supporrt the textu~ing of verrtical or nearrly 
ve~tical faces, such as the sides of a building, 3-D forrest, 
and othe~ 3-D featu~es. 
Patte~n vectorr data is defined as follows: 
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patte~n vecto~ = KpNp, whe~e 
Kp = l/1024w 
w = useu input sampling inte~val 
theta = useF input fuom keyboa~d 
Np = unit pattern vecto~, a function of theta, 
envi~onment o~ moving coordinate system, and ~eference 
plane. See Figu~e 2 fo~ detail. 
PO = p/1024 O<= p(use~ input) <= 1024 
Modulation Maps 
Modulation maps are amplitude waveforms stored in 
digital fo~m as one-dimensional tables in memory~ These 
wavefo~ms a~e shown in Figu~e 3. Each map consists of 1024 
entries rep~esenting intensity values, va~ying from 
0 (da~kest) to 255 (brightest). A given map modulates .the 
colo~ intensity value of 
vectors described earlieu. 
a specific face via the pattern 
The pattern vectors a~e 
p~ojected .into the plan~ of the calling face, which in tu~n 
causes the associated modulation map to modulate face pixel 
values in the di~ection and with a sampling facto~ specified 
by the patte~n vector[6]. 
+----------------------------------+ 
t Reference Plane f 
+----------------------------------+ 
I Horizontal Plane I 
ca=O=North, Positive East) I 
Vertical North - South Plane 
{6=0=Up, Positive North 
Vertical East - West Plane 
{9=0=East, Positive Down I 
+----------------------------------+ 
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+------------------------------------------------------+ I Np{x,y,z) t 
+------------------------------------------------------+ 
t Fixed Environment I Moving Model f 
+------------------------------------------------------+ 
I t t 
I 
-Sin e, Cos 9, 0 I Cos a, Sin 9, 0 I 
I 
0, -Sin 9, Cos 9 Sin e, 0, -Cos e I 
Cos 9, 0, Sin e 0 Cos e, Sin e I t , 
+------------------------------------------------------+ 
Figure 2. Definition of Environment, Moving Model 
Coordinate System, and reference Plane. 
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LOO 0 
+-----------------------------------------~ p (1024) 
M 
LOO 1 
+-------------------------- ... 
p (512) 
M 
LOO 2 
+---------------+ 
p (256) 
M 
LOO 10 • 
+~ 
p ( 1) 
Figure 3. Example of Modulation Maps. 
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Modulation maps consist of a set of tables, one for 
each LOO implemented in the CIG. The numbe~ of ent~ies at 
each LOD is one-half of the adjacent LOO, as shown in Figu~e 
3 o~ 4, until the final LOO is reached whe~eby there is 
only one ent:t7y. The LOO dec~eases as distance inc~eases to 
prevent an 
Similia~ly, 
with LOO. 
ove~load of textu~e edges in distance 
the amplitude ~ange of the wavefo~m 
The pu~pose is to ~educe the noticeable 
as ~ange increases. 
sceneso 
declieases 
cont~ast 
(0,512) 
(1024,0) (1024,512) 
Figure 4. Diagram of LOD. 
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LOD 10 
LOD 4 
LOD 3 
LOD 2 
LOD 1 
LOD 0 
(1024,1024) 
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Translation Maps 
Modulation maps aue the basic building bl~cks of all 
texture patterns. But the CIG system can sto~e only so many 
modulation maps, and the modulation maps must be modified to 
inc~ease the va~iety of textu~e patteFns. T~anslation maps 
a~e tables that used to inc~ease the total numbeu of textu~e 
patterns without ~edefining the modulation maps themselves. 
This is accomplished by taking a textu~e value computed 
by the textuue gene~atoE and using it as a pointe~ to the 
t~anslation table to look up the colo~ intensity scale. A 
t~anslation table can shift the brightness of the displayed 
colo~s up o~ down o~· filter out ce~tain colo~ effects. In 
otheF wo~ds, the translator map is an intensity · transform 
functione The input and output ranges are from 0 to 255. 
The null tEanslato~ map is a ramp with a slope of one. 
FiguFe 5 illustuates the tFanslation tables 
and cont~ast adjustment. 
fo~ brightness 
Ti 
Contrast Adjustment 
Ti Ti 
t .f t 
Ti 
r 
~ 
I 
f 
--+ 
increase 
+- -----L---------~ 
u i 
+--------------- + i----------------r 
decrease~ I 
t 
I 
I 
------~----------~ 
u i 
r I 
~ ' +------ ----------~ 
u i 
t 
Brightness Adjustment 
Ti 
t 
Ti 
t 
+--------- ------+ 
f 
I ~Increase 
I 
I +-~---------------~ 
u i 
+---------------- +----------------+ 
decrease~ 
I 
: f 
+--- ------~------~ 
r 
I -------~---------~ 
u i u i 
Figure 5. Translation Tables for Contrast and 
Brightness Adjustmento 
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Colo~ Code 
Colo~ is used in conjunction with textu~e patterns to 
p~oduce the desi~ed effect. A great diversity of effects 
can be p~oduced with a single textu~e pattern with the use 
of diffe~ent colors. This is ~eflected in the use of textu~e 
codes and their use with diffeuent colo~ codes which defines 
a location of stoEed red/g~een/blue color mixtu~esD 
Once 
CHAPTER II 
TEXTURE FUNCTION 
textuwe pattern data has been defined and 
tuansferued to the CIG hardwaFe, the texture geneuato~ will 
perform necessary functions to superimpose the selected 
texture pattern(s) upon the faces at the time the database 
is displayed on the visual devices. These functions are: 
1. textu~e pattern generato~ function 
2. texture patte~n mapping 
3s textuue blending 
The TextuFe Generator 
illustrated in Figure 6. 
Functional Block 
TextuFe Mapping Function 
Diagram is 
Textuue patterns aue mapped onto a polygon relative to 
the vieweu. The ouientation of the polygon determines the 
mapping characteristics, the property of compuession and 
conve~gence is clear. The property of compression is found 
by finding the depth of the polygon. The property of 
convergence is found based on the o~ientation of the polygon 
normal[2]. When the size of the polygon decreases ou the 
range of the polygon incueases, the texture patteun will 
compress or squeeze togethe~. When a polygon lies in a 
plane parallel to the viewer, a polygon will converge to a 
point. 
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POSITION AND 
ORIENTATION 
OF A POLYGON 
+-------------+ 
I TEXTURE I 
------>1 GENERATOR 
fUNCTION I 
+-------------+ 
------> 
. 16 
PIXEL'S 
INTENSITY 
Figuue 6. Textu11e Gene11ato11 Functional Block Diagr-am. 
The~e a11e two majo~ functions in the textu:rre 
gene11ato11. The f i11st function is used to compute the 
textu~e value at any point on the polygon in te11ms of the 
view screen coo~dinate i and j[9], denoted 
P = PO' + Cl + C2(I-IO) + C3(J-JO) 
C4 + CS(I-IO) + C6(J-JO) 
wherre: 
PO' = PO - dot(KpNp,Vr:r) 
Cl = KpNpu 
C2 = KpNpwCw 
C3 = KpNpvCv 
C4 = Nf u/d 
cs = NfwCw/d 
C6 = dot(Nf ,Vu) 
d = dot(Nf ,Vu) 
. 17 
PO', Cl C6 are being calculated in the face 
modulation p~ocesso~ in F~ame II. The input variables a~e 
textu~e sta~ting value (PO), g~adients (KpNp), viewpoint 
(V~), face no~mal (Nf), and the constant ~elating ve~tical 
and ho~izontal field of view to the numbe~ of lines and 
elements, respectively[4]. 
The second function is to use this "P" as an add~ess to look 
up the modulation function fo~ texture intensity, i.e., 
M = g(P) 
Hence, M is a functional of (i,j) in viewer space: 
M = g[f(i,j)] 
The texture modulation is then applied in the color times 
area p~inciple to blend the diffe~ent cola~ ~ep~esentations 
within the pixel, to give the gene~al representation of the 
pixel's intensity. 
Textu~e Pattern Gene~ator 
The mapping function is used as an input to the 
texture patte~n gene~ato~. The position and o~ientation of 
a polygon dete~mines the appearance of the patte~n. The 
patte~n gene~ato~ gene~ates a va~iety of realistic patterns 
at diffe~ent levels of detail without incweasing the 
computational load. 
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The~e a~e different methods of ~ealizing the texture 
pattern function. Dino Schwietzeu suggested using textel as 
an individual texturre element[?]. Blinn suggested using 
modulation of the reflection coefficient of the suuface[8]. 
A rnoFe flexible technique fo~ Fealizing the textu~e patte~n 
generate~ is the table lookup technique. This method uses a 
table that contains textu~e intensity values. The output of 
the mapping function described below is used as an add~ess 
to look up the textu~e intensity. This technique has some 
sound advantages. They are: flexibility in geneuating 
unlimited vauiations of the textu~e patterns uequiuing 
only one memory reference per sample point. The tuadeoff 
of this single memouy ~efeFence is that mo~e high speed 
memouy may be needede It also ~equi~es the sto~age of 
multiple levels of detail tables and has impact on textu~ing 
blending implementation. 
2 0 2- 1 2- 2 2- 3 2-4 2- 5 2- 6 2- 7 2- 8 2-9 '[ 10 2- 11 f J2 f 13 2..J4 f 15 i 16 t 17 f 18 2- 19 tiPmax EXPONENT 
0 LOO 10 0. 1 x x x x * 2 0 
LOO 9 0. 1 x x x x * 2 
_1 
-1 
LOO 8 0. 1 x x x x * 2-2 
-2 
LOD 7 0. 1 x x x x * 2 
_3 
-3 
LOO 6 0. 1 x x x x * 2-4 
-4 
LOO 5 0. l x x x x * 2·5 
-5 
LOO 4 0. 1 x x x x * 2-6 
-6 
LOO 3 0. 1 x x x x * 2·' 
-7 
LOO 2 0. 1 x x x x * 2-8 
-8 
LOO 1 0. 1 x X. x x • 2..g 
-9 
LOO 0 0. 1 x x x x • 2-10 
-10 
Cl 
Figure 7. Definition of LOD 
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Textuue Blending 
Using a table lookup app~oach rrequi~es that texture 
patte~ns at diffeuent levels of detail can be stoued to 
puovide desiued level of detail. Because of memo~y 
limitations, only a fixed and a finite numbeu of levels of 
detail tables aue sto~ed. The effect of this is the 
transition fuom one level of detail to anotheu becomes 
noticeable. Smoothing the tuansition between two levels of 
detail is done by blendinge 
Due to online memouy limitations, Compuscene III uses 
ten LOO. The texture modulation value at the integeu of 
level of detail (LODO, LODl, • LOD9) a~e stored. This 
LOD structu~e is shown in Figu~e 7. The modulation in 
between LODs is inteupolated by the two adjacent 
LOD values, the cuuuent LOO and the next LOO values. Texture 
blending is a technique to obtain in between modulation 
value accouding to the deviation fuom the cuu~ent level of 
detail. 
The blending equation is: 
rn = aML + (1 - a)M 
wheue: a is a 4-bit value, the inteupolation is pe~fourned 
lineauly and the uange of a is the set denoted as 
a= [1/16, 2/16,3/16,4/16, ••• ,15/16] 
m = modulation value 
M = texture modulation at cu~~ent LOD 
ML = texture modulation at next LOD 
21 
Supposing that M = ML, then the blending equation reduces to 
M. 
Referring again to Figure 6, LOD = 10 + exponent of 
delta-Pmax. The fou~ significant bits (xxxx) a~e defined as 
a. It is clea~ that if a = 16/16, then the next LOD will 
be used. Also delta-Pmax will be catagorized as LOD. 
CHAPTER III 
INTERACTIVE TEXTURE 
The implementation of the functions desc~ibed in the 
~equi~ements section, ~equi~es modification to the Real Time 
System (RTS) fo~ Compuscene III. The !AT inte~face block 
diag~am is shown in Figu~e 8. The Inte~active Texture 
System is a sepa~ate task w~itten to ~eplace the F~ame I 
Softwa~e package. This task has its own executive and 
command language as illust~ated in Figu~e 9. 
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+-----------+ 
t OPERATOR I 
f STATION 
+-----------+ 
t 
v 
+-----------+ I IAT I 
+-----------+ 
t 
v 
+-----------+ I FIIi~III I 
+-----------+ 
t 
v 
+-----------+ 
I VISUAL I DISPLAY 
+-----------+ 
t 
v 
·-
. 
·-~ 
·-
·..i 
Figul!e 8. IAT Interface Block Diag~am. 
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+--------+ 
I TXTEXE I 
+--------+ 
I 
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
+--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +----------+ +----------· 
I T>CTYEC I I TXTREC I I COLCDE I I VTTOOL. LIB : l IOTOOL . LIB l 
+--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +----------+ +----------·+ 
I 
+-------------------------+ +-------------------------+ +------------+ 
I 
+--------+ ·--------+ 1. +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ 
: TXTJO I I TXTCOF I I I ORNVDN I I MDWDJO I I VVMFIO I I MODALL I I COUUO I IN~EV I 
+--------+ +--------+ I +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ 
I 
+--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ 
I ORNVRN I I JNKEV I MODTCD I I PU1FIO I 
+--------+ +--------+ +--------+ +--------+ 
FigurJe 9. IAT Functional Block Diag~am. 
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System Ove:trview 
The modele~ uses the ope:rrato~ station and visual 
display to view textu~e patte:trns in a scene. The IAT system 
is used to examine/modify texture pattern data f~om this 
scene. Modified data is sent to the IG for viewing by the 
modele:rr. This p~ocess of vauying texture pattern paramete~s 
is uepeated until the modele.rr is satisfied with the scene. 
This p.rrocedu.rre is shown on Figu.rre 8. 
Detailed Inteuface Regui.rrements 
The detailed inte~face block diagram is shown below: 
+-------------+ 
f PRINTRONIX 
I PRINTER P600 
+-------------+ 
+-------------+ 
FRAME I 
--~--> GOULD 32/9705 ----> 
GPC 
+-------------+ 
+------------+ 
IG I 
' 
+------------+ 
I 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
I i-~~=~~~-i j;;;;;~~;+ +-~;~~~-+I II 
I I TERMINAL I I CONTROL MONITOR' I ASSEMBLY I +------~;~RATOR+~;~;;;~-~TATIO~--------+ I 
+-----------------------------------------------+ 
Figu.rre 10. IAT Detailed Interface Block Diagram. 
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1. Ha~dwa~e 
The system configuration consists of a gene~al purpose 
compute~ (Gould 32/9705), image generate~ subsystem, 
operatou control station, and a Printronix printer P600. 
The general puupose computer inte~faces to the IG and 
opeuatou's station to provide the visual simulation. 
The joystick and CRT monitou interface with the IG for 
visual display and control. The , printer 
produce a hard copy fo~ the user. 
2. Support Software 
~eal-time softwarre 
is used to 
The f~ame I real-time software consists of th~ee 
tasks ope~ating simultaneously; visual image 
p~ocesso~ (VIP), database update (DBU), and operator 
inte~face contuol (OIC). Theiu functions a~e briefly 
described as follows: 
1. The VIP interfaces with the operator's station 
to generate images. All mathematical 
computations related to viewpoint and moving 
model positions, coordinate sets rotation, 
window defintion, visibility condition, etc. 
aue pe~foumed by the VIP. 
2. The DBU task 
services between 
provides 
the disk 
all 
and 
27 
communication 
other frame I 
tasks. It p~ocesses ~equests to transfe~ 
te~rain and model coo~dinate set EDB files to 
the CIG, and to t~ansfer gene~al data table 
files to the CIG. 
3a The OIC task allows the operrator to 
communicate to the IG th~ough the sha~ed memo~y 
of the frame I software. The OIC also displays 
selected va~iables fFom the sha~ed memory. 
Database Generation System 
The database geneFation system is composed of a set 
of offline tasks which p~ovide the capability of 
c~eating and/o~ modifying Compuscene III visual 
database s. 
The~e are thFee general types of data with which the 
Inte~active Textu~e System is concerned. 
a. Patte~n Vector Data 
This data is comp~ised of the pa~amete~s which a~e used 
togethe~ to compute 
and size. 
the textu~e patte~n's o~ientation 
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b. Textu~e Reco~d Data 
This data is compuised of the pa~amete~s which for a 
given face, descuibe its Textuue Code Add~ess, RGB 
modulation, Face Color, Next Face Color, Blend Flag and 
Blend Select. 
c. Colo~ Code Data 
This data is comp~ised of the pa~amete~s which define 
the Red/Green/Blue mixture of . a given Colo~ Code. Theue 
a~e 12 color code tables; 6 fo~ Face Colous and 6 fo~ 
Light Colorsc Each table has 256 Colou Codes and each 
Colo~ Code is comp~ised of 1 Red/G~een/Blue mixtu~eo 
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IAT performs three majo~ functions desc~ibed as follows: 
1. Examine/modify pattern vecto~ file 
2. Examine/modify texture records stored within database 
3. Examine/modify colo~ code mixtures files 
Examine/Modify The Patteun Vectou File 
The Patte~n Vectou File contains Parametew infoumation 
necessa~y to compute the Textu~e Patte~n that will be 
displayed on a face. 
The data sto~ed in Pattern Vecto~ File is outlined 
below: 
a. O~ientation Angle {or Orientation Components) - This 
defines the angle of the { st~ipes of the ) 
Modulation Map. The angle is defined in three parts 
b. 
with th~ee vector components, and they a~e measu~ed 
from East which is defined as the X axis. The thuee 
t 1 b 1 d "X," "Y," and vecto~ componen s a~e a e e 
These three compo~ents a~e inte~dependent, 
requi~e modification as a group rathe~ 
independently. 
"Z." 
and 
than 
Scaling Facto~ { or Spacing ) - This defines the 
distance in feet between the Sample Points as stored 
in the Modulation Maps. A scaling factor of one 
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foot will p~oduce a Textu~e Patteun that will extend 
1024 feet 9efoue repeating (one foot times 1024 
Sample Points = 1024 feet). The natu~e of this 
component requires that it be modified 
independently. 
c. Starting Sample Point (o~ Phase Amplitude o~ Start 
Amplitude ) - This component defines which Sample 
Point to start with in the Modulation Map. This 
stauting position is registe~ed at the block origin. 
The nature of this component requiues that it be 
modified independently. 
lo EXAMINE THE PATTERN VECTOR FILE 
A single command ente~ed with the keyboard will 
~equest the examination and/o~ modification of the 
components of a specified Patteun Vecto~ add~ess. 
The command will consist of a Patte~n Vector 
Adduess, and a se~ies of optional pauarneteus. The 
optional pa~arneters repuesent the Ouientation Angle 
components, the Scaling Factou, and the StaEting 
Sample Point. If the command is enteued only with 
the adduess, the contents of this adduess will be 
displayed on the te~minal screen. If the command is 
ente~ed with the add~ess and specified values for 
the · pa~amete~s, the memo~y will be modified and the 
new values displayed on the te~rninal sc~een. 
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When the use~ ~equests the keypad option, the 
contents of the components will be displayed in 
fixed locations on the terminal screen. 
2. MODIFY THE PATTERN VECTOR FILE 
The~e will be two methods of modifying the 
components of a specified Patte~n Vecto~ Add~ess. A 
single command will be available to ente~ known 
values. A second method using the technique of a 
p~og~ammable keypad will be available to dynamically 
change the values of the components. This will 
allow value expe~imentation fo~ the components. 
Modify Data With Single Command - A single command 
ente~ed with the keyboa~d will ~equest the 
examination and/o~ modification of the components of 
a specified Patte~n Vector add~ess. The command 
will consist of a Patte~n Vecto~ Address, and a 
se~ies of optional pa~amete~so The optional 
parameteus rep~esent the Orientation Angle 
components, the Scaling Facto~, and the StaNting 
Sample Point. If the command is entered only with 
the add~ess, the contents of this adduess will be 
displayed on the te~minal screen. If the command is 
enteued with the adrl~ess and specified values fow 
the pa~ameters, the memo~y will be modified and the 
new values displayed ori the te~minal scueen. 
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Modify Data With P~og~ammable Keypad A single 
command ente~ed with the keyboa~d will ~equest that 
the p~og~amrnable keypad be invoked. A single 
pa~amete~ necessa~y fo~ execution will be the 
Patte~n Vecto~ Add~ess. The contents of the 
components will be displayed in fixed locations on 
the te~minal sc~een, and will be updated as the use~ 
modifies them with the keypad. The layout of the 
keypad is shown below: 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
I yaw pitch kp f po I left up up I up I 
t (+) (+) (+) (+) 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
yaw pitchf kp f po f 
stop stopl stop' stopl 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
I yaw lpitchl kp f pO J uight down downl downl 
t (-) (-) (-) (-) 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
I e 
+-----+-----+-----+ x 
ha~df i 
Stop All copyl t 
~ep~t 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
Examine/Modify Textu~e Reco~ds Sto~ed Within A Database 
The Database contains a seuies of ~eco~ds fo~ each face 
defined. One of these ~eco~ds contains the Shading, 
Textu~ing and Colo~ing infoumation. (This reco~d is called 
Veutex Vectou Merno~y Face Data Sto~age). It is desi~able to 
modify the infournation contained in this ueco~d in two 
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modes. The use~ can select a specific face and modify that 
Textu~e Recoud, o~ the use~ can select a specific Textu~e 
Code Address CT-Code) and modify 
matching the selected Texture Code. 
contains th~ee types of fields. Each 
all Texture Records 
The Textu~e Record 
type of field will 
be modified sepauately. (This ~eco~d contains many other 
flags of information. It is highly desirable that all the 
flags be modifiable, but fo~ this application only the 
modification of Texture Pattern and Color information is 
required). The Textu~e Patteun and Color Data stoved in 
these fields a~e outlined below: 
a. Modulation Color Select - This is a th~ee-bit field that 
indicates to the hardware which of the three color 
components to modulate. This info~mation is initially 
defined with the Textu~e Code in the source file of the 
Database. This featu~e gives cont~ol to the modele~ for 
manipulation of the red/green/blue colo~ components 
without having to modify the Color Code Mixture file. 
b. Texture Code Address - This is a twelve-bit field that 
is an address into a Texture Code Prom. This P~om 
contains records of addresses into the three special 
files needed 
(The special 
fou computation of the Textu~e Pattern. 
files are: Modulation Maps File; 
Translation Tables File; and Pattern Vectou File.) It is 
important that this address be modified to point to 
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another record in the Prom to select a different set of 
files. This function must be available on an individual 
basis, and also as global to the Database. 
(This field is also the Shading Coefficient Address for 
faces that a~e flagged as Curved Surface Shaded. A 
separate flag will define what type of address is stoFed 
in this field). 
c. Face Colo~ Data - This information is contained in four 
fields, .which represent two addresses and two flags. 
The two addresses are eight-bit fields for the face 
(Edge o~ Light) Color and the Next Face (Blending) 
Color. The two flags a~e a one-bit field for the Blend 
flag and a two-bit field fo~ the Blend Select flag. 
le EXAMINE/MODIFY THE TEXTURE RECORD DATA 
The technique of add~essing the Textu~e Code RecoFds 
stored within a Database is to find a specific face 
with a specific address, or to examine and/or list all 
faces that have a specific Textu~e Code Address. Once 
an address(s} has been identified, diffe~ent commands 
will examine/modify the data stoFed within the recood. 
2. FIND/MODIFY A SPECIFIC FACE WITH A SPECIFIC ADDRESS 
A specific face will be identified by entering a single 
command on the keyboard· with a specific face add~ess. 
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This add~ess is called the Ve~tex Vecto~ Memo~y Face 
Data address. This info~mation will be obtained f~om an 
EDB plot and an EDB dump. The useu will identify the 
desi~ed face on the plot and find the add~ess in the 
dump. Once a Face has been identified, two commands 
will be available to examine and/o~ modify the sto~ed 
data. The f i~st command will be used fo~ Textu~e 
Patte~n data, and the second command will be for Colo~. 
Modify Textu~e Patte~n Data - A single command will be 
entered with a series of optional parameters. These 
pa~ameters ~ep~esent the Modulation Colo~ Select Fields 
(one each fo~ the red/g~een/blue components), and the 
Texture Code Address. If the values of the pa~amete~s 
a~e left blank, the cur~ent contents will be displayed 
on the sc~een. If the command is ente~ed with the face 
identif ie~s and specific values for one o~ mo~e of the 
optional pa~amete~s, the memo~y will be modified and the 
new values displayed on the terminal screen. 
Modify Color Code Data A single command will be 
entered with a se~ies of optional paramete~s. These 
parameters ~epresent the Face Color Code, the Next Face 
Color Code, the Blend Flag, and the Blend Select Flag. 
If the values of the pa~amete~s a~e left blank, the 
cur~ent contents will be displayed on th~ sc~een. If 
the command is ente~ed with the face identifie~s and 
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specific values fo~ one or more of the optional 
paramete~s, the memo~y will be modified and the new 
values displayed on the terminal screen. 
3. FIND/MODIFY ALL FACES WITH A SPECIFIC TEXTURE CODE 
ADDRESS 
A list of all faces that use a specific Texture Code 
Add~ess will be identified and listed by entering a 
single command on the keyboard. The command will 
consist of a single identifie~ {which gepresents a 
Textu~e Code Address) and optional parameters. These 
parameteffs gepresent the Modulation Colou Select and a 
new Textu~e Code Address. If the command is entered 
with specific values for one o~ more of the optional 
pa~arneters, the memory will be modified. 
Examine/Modify The Color Code Mixture Files 
Theue are twelve Color Code Mixtu~e Files for Cornpuscene 
IIIe Six are for Face colors and six are for Light colofs. 
Each file contains Fecoud$ of Coloc Codes and red/gueen/blue 
{RGB) component mixtures. It . is desi~able to examine and/or 
modify. the RGB mixtuues for each Colog Code in each table. 
1. EXAMINE A FACE COLOR RED/GREEN/BLUE MIXTURE 
A specific Face Colorr Code will be identified by 
entering a single command on the keyboard. The command 
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will consist of an optional Face Color File numbe~, a 
Colo~ Code, and optional RGB mixtuces. If only the Face 
ColoF File number and Color Code a~e entered, the RGB 
mixture will be displayed on the te~minal sc~een. If 
only a Colo~ Code is ente~ed, the RGB mixtu~e for all 
six files will be displayed on the termin~l sc~een. If 
the RGB mixtures are entered with a File number and a 
Colo~ Code, the command will modify the memoay and the 
new values displayed on the terminal screen. If the RGB 
mixtuges are ente~ed with only a Color Code, all six 
Face Colo~ Files will be modified and the new values 
will be displayed on the terminal sc~eeno 
When the user ~equests the keypad option, the RGB 
mixtuEe will be displayed in fixed locations or. the 
te~rninal screen. 
2. EXAMINE A LIGHT FACE COLOR RED/GREEN/BLUE MIXTURE 
A specific Light Face Colo~ Code will be identified by 
enteEing a single command on the keyboard. The command 
will consist of an optional Light Face Colo~ File 
numbec, a Colo~ Code, and optional RGB mixtures. If 
only the Light Face Colo~ File numbeg and Color Code a~e 
ente~ed, the RGB mixtuge will be displayed on the 
te~minal sc~een. If the RGB mixtu~es are ente~ed with a 
File number and a Colo~ Code, the command will modify 
the mernoEy and the new values displayed on the terminal 
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scdeen. If the RGB mixtu~es a~e ente~ed with only a 
Colod Code, all six Light Face Colori Files will be 
modified and the new values will be displayed on the 
teaminal scrieen. If the RGB mixtu~es a~e enteded with 
only a Colo~ Code, all six Light Face Colo~ Files will 
be modified and the new values will be displayed on the 
tedminal sc~een. When the use~ ~equests the keypad 
option, the RGB mixtu~e will be displayed in fixed 
locations on the teriminal sc~een. -
3. MODIFY FACE COLOR MIXTURE WITH SINGLE COMMAND 
TheFe will be two methods of modifying the RGB mixtudes 
of a specified Colori Code. A single command will be 
available to ente~ known valueso A second method using 
the technique of a pdogriammable keypad will be available 
to dynamically change the values of the components. 
This will allow expe~imentation to dete~mine the desided 
values of the components. 
A Specific Face Colo~ Code will be identified by 
ente~ing a single command on the keyboa~d. The command 
will consist of an optional Face Colo~ File numbe~, a 
Colo~ Code, and optional RGB mixtu~es. If only the 
Colori File numberi and Colo~ Code a~e ente~ed, the RGB 
mixtu~e will be displayed on the te~minal screene 
only a Colo~ Code is enteried, the RBG mixtu~e fori 
six files will be displayed on the te~minal scrieen. 
If 
all 
If 
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the RGB mixtu~es a~e ente~ed with a File number and a 
Colo~ Code, the command will modify the memo~y and the 
new values displayed on the te~minal sc~een. If the RGB 
mixtu~es a~e ente~ed with only a Colo~ Code, all six 
Face Colou Files will be modified and the new values 
will be displayed on the te~minal sc~een. 
4o MODIFY LIGHT FACE COLOR MIXTURE WITH SINGLE COMMAND 
The~e - will be two methods of modifying the RGB mixtures 
of a specified Color Code. A single command will be 
available to ente~ known values. A second method using 
the technique of a puog~ammable keypad will be available 
to dynamically change the values of the componentso 
This will allow expe~imentation to deteumine the desiued 
values of the componentso 
A specific Light Face Color Code will be identified by 
enteuing a single command on the keyboaud. The command 
will consist of an optional Light Face Colo~ File 
numbeu, a Colo~ Code, and optional RBG mixtu~es. If 
only the Colou File numbe~ and Colo~ Code a~e ente~ed, 
the RGB mixture will be displayed on the te~minal 
screen. If only a Colo~ Code is ente~ed, the RGB 
mixture fou all six files will be displayed on the 
teuminal sc~een. If the RGB mixtures aue ente~ed with a 
File numbe~ and a Colou Code, the command will modify 
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the memo~y and the new values displayed on the te~minal 
sc~een. If the RGB mixtu~es a~e ente~ed with only a 
Colo~ Code, all six Face Colo~ Files will be modified 
and the new values will be displayed on the te~minal 
sc~een. 
5. MODIFY A COLOR MIXTURE WITH PROGRAMMABLE KEYPAD 
A single command ente~ed with the , keyboa~d will ~equest 
that the p~ogrammable keypad be invoked. The pa~ameteus 
necessa~y will be the Face (o~ Light Face) Colo~ File 
and Colo~ Coded. The RGB mixture will be dLsplayed in 
fixed locations on the te~minal screen, and will be 
updated as the use~ modifies them with the keypad. This 
command will be able to modify any of the six Face Colou 
Files or six Light Face Colou Files. The layout of the 
keypad is shown in Figu~e 11 below: 
This keypad layout will allow the use~ to use two 
dif fe~ent 
first is 
systems 
based on 
fo~ modifying a colo~ mixture. 
the actual Red/G~een/Blue 
The 
color 
mixtu~e values. The use~ will manipulate the values 
separately. The second system allows the modification 
of the Red/G~een/Blue colo~ mixtu~e values based on the 
Hue, Satu~ation, and Intensity. These systems will be 
available both togetheu and sepa~ately. 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
t Inc f Inc t Inc Inc I I Red 1G~een1Blue Whitel 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
I Stopf Stop\ Stop\ Stopl I Red 1G~een Blue White 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
Dec Dec Dec I Dec 
Red G~een Blue White 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
f Inc Dec Inc I I HUE HUE SAT 
+~----+-----+-----+ ~ I 
f Dec i I Stop All Sat t 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
Figu~e lle Colo~ Mixtu~e Keypad Layout. 
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1. Inte~active Textu~e Commands 
The following ~ules apply for all commands. 
lo COMMAND EXECUTION 
All commands a~e entened at the Executive level of 
execution thus making data manipulation ve~y ~apid. 
The exception is when the keypad is in a Dynamic Update 
mode, the exit key must be typed. This will be discussed 
late~o 
2~ COMMAND FORM All commands have the fo~m: 
COMMAND-DESCRIPTOR PARAMETER!, o PARAMETERn 
The COMMAND-DESCRIPTOR indicates which type of Textu~e 
Data is being examined o~ modified and the mode of 
ope~ation. The~e a~e two modes of ope~ation, 
Inte~active and Dynamic. 
In the Inte~active mode the command is executed as a 
one-time request and the ~esults appea~ immediately on 
the CRT and Viewpoint Monito~. In the Dynamic mode the 
keypad becomes active and accepts dynamic input. The 
resulting effects in this mode a~e continually updated 
to the CRT and Viewpoint Monito~ in Real-Time. 
3. COMMAND PARAMETERS 
The~e a~e two types of pa~amete~s, IDENTIFIERS and 
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UPDATERS. Identif iecs a~e used to locate the cuc~ent 
data to be modified and update~s a~e the actual values 
used to ~eplace the cu~~ent data. 
Selected pa~amete~s may be skipped: 
COMMAND-DESCRIPTOR PARAMETERl, • • PARAMETER4 
In this example pa~ameters 2 and 3 we~e skipped and will 
~emain unchanged whe~eas pa~amete~s 1 and 4 will be 
modified. In the Dynamic Mode all UPDATE pa~amete~s 
must be skipped. 
4o SPECIFIC DATA TYPE INSTRUCTIONS 
The following sections define the Command Desccipto~s 
and legal pa~amete~s fo~ the th~ee diffe~ent data types. 
PATTERN VECTOR EXAMINE-MODIFY ASSIGNMENT 
OPTIONS: 
PVA pn 
PVA pn,st,sp,ya,pi 
PVD pn 
WHERE: 
EFFECT 
examine pattern vecto~ data 
modify patte~n vecto~ data 
dynamically modify patte~n 
vecto~ data {keypad mode) 
pn = Pattecn Numbec 1-6. Not skippable {NS). 
st= Sta~t Sample Point {.125-1024). Skippable {S). 
sp =Spacing {0-1024). S 
ya= Yaw {0-360). S 
pi= Pitch {-90 to 90). S 
KEYPAD LAYOUT 
+------+------+------+------+ 
I INC I INC I INC I INC I ST.PT. SPACNG YAW PITCH 
+------+------+------+------+ 
I STOP I STOPI STOP! STOPf ST.PT. SPACNG YAW PITCH I 
+------+------+------+------+ 
I DEC t DEC I DEC I DEC I 
fST.PT.fSPACNG YAW PITCH 
+------+------+------+------+ 1 ______ 1 ______ 1 ______ 1 i p I 
ALL COPY T D STOP I HARD I I A 
+-------------+------+------+ 
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TEXTURE RECORD EXAMINE-MODIFY ASSIGNMENT 
OPTIONS: EFFECT 
TRA cs,va examine one textuue records data 
modify one texture ~eco~ds data 
modify all texture recoud data 
fo~ matching textuue-code-adr 
examine ·one texture color's data 
modify one textuue colo~'s data 
TRA cs,va,tc,rd,g~,bl 
TRG cs,cc,tc,rd,g~,bl 
TCA cs,va 
TCA cs,va,fc,nc,bf ,bs 
WHERE: 
cs = 
va = 
~d = 
gr = 
bl = 
tc = 
f c = 
nc = 
bf = 
bs = 
cc = 
coo~dinate set number (1-24). NS 
ve~tex vectou memo~y ad~(vvm ad~ f~orn edb dump) NS 
modulation colo~ select ~ed component (0 or 1). S 
modulation color select green component (0 o~ 1). S 
modulation colo~ select blue component (0 or 1). S 
textu~e code add~ess (0-2047). S 
face colo~ code (0-255). S 
next face colo~ code (0-255). S 
blend flag (0 to 1). S 
blend select (0-3). S 
current texture code ad~(to be searched for and 
modified by pa~amete~s). NS 
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+---------------+ 
f KEYPAD 
f NOT USED 
+---------------+ 
COLOR CODE EXAMINE-MODIFY ASSIGNMENT 
OPTIONS: EFFECT 
FCA ft,cc examine face cololT data 
modify face cola~ data 
examine light colo:rr data 
modify light cola~ data 
dynamically modify face coloF 
data (keypad mode) 
dynamically modify face color 
data (keypad mode) 
FCA ft,cc,~d,gF,bl 
LCA lt,cc 
LCA lt,cc,~d,g:rr,bl 
FCD ft,cc 
LCD lt,cc 
WHERE: 
ft = 
lt = 
cc = 
:rrd = 
g:rr = 
bl = 
face table nurnbe~ (1-6). NS 
light table nurnbe:rr (l-6)e NS 
colo:rr code table ent:rry (1-256). NS 
colo~ code ~ed component (0-255). S 
colo:rr code green component (0-255). S 
colo:rr code blue component (0-255). S 
KEYPAD LAYOUT 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
I INC I INC I INC I INC I RED GREEN BLUE WHITE 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
I 
STOPI STOPI STOPI STOPf 
RED GREEN BLUE WHITEt 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
I 
DEC I DEC I DEC I DEC I 
RED GREEN BLUE WH~TE 
+-----+-----+-----+-----+ 
I 
INC I DEC I INC I E 
HUE HUE SAT X P 
+-----+-----+-----+ I A 
I 
STOP I DEC I T D 
ALL SAT 
+-----------+---~-+-----+ 
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QUALITY EVALUATION 
The last step in the softwaoe development cycle is to 
determine whether a system has satisfied the p~ogram's goal 
and . quality. This papeF will be using reliability, 
maintainability, availability, po~tability, pe~formance, and 
human engineering as quality requi~ements. 
le RELIABILITY 
The p~og~am produces consistent output for · the same 
input. All computations use floating point to avoid 
truncation as well as to enhance accuracy. The program's 
accuracy is valid up to plus o~ minus ten raised to 
thirtieth powe~o 
2e MAINTAINABILITY 
Since the program is modularized · and structured, the 
flow of control is easy to follow. The p~ogFam is ve~y 
self-descriptive, and communicative. In other wocds, the 
poograrn's cla~ity, readability, and understandability is 
clear because each module has its objective, 
constnaints, input, output, and calling ~elationship 
spelled out. As a ~esult, modification and maintain-
ability is made easy. 
3. AVAILABILITY 
The goal of this program is to p~ovide flexibility to 
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all use~s. Hence, the p~og~am is designed to ~eside 
pe~manently as the ~eal-time softwa~e fo~ easy access. 
4. PORTABILITY 
Since ueal-time softwa~e is w~itten in Fo~tran, the 
p~og~am is implemented using Fo~t~an to avoid possible 
system type of e~~ors. Machine-dependence will be 
~educed if good puog~amming tec~niques a~e followed in 
manipulating the wo~d size and cha~acte~ set. 
5. PERFORMANCE 
The keypad option reduces the amount of interaction 
~equi~ed by the modele~ fo~ modification to textu~e 
patte~n data by p~oviding a convenient method of control 
and data ent~y. The p~og~am also reduces the turna~ound 
time to debug or imp~ove textu~e pattern data of an 
actual scene without uepeatedly modifying, loading, and 
testing the .databases. 
60 HUMAN ENGINEERING 
The p~og~am is use~-friendly as the program accepts and 
echoes invalid data. In addition, most pa~amete~s a~e 
skippable o~ optional, thus reducing modele~'s data 
entry input and subsequent input e~~o~s. 
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LIMITATIONS 
It is irnpoutant fo~ a p:t_7ogramrneF O:t_7 use:t_7 to undelTstand 
the limitations of a proguarn. Understanding what a p~ogFarn 
cannot do is as impoutant as knowing what it can do. 
1. Keypad option only operates on VT100-VT200 
keyboaud. 
se:t.Ties 
2. Afte~ changes have been made to textuue, user must go 
back to textu~e load files, EDB , files, vector files, 
etc., and make modifications. The data must then be 
~etuuned th~ough DBGS softwaue. 
3. After changes have been made to color, user must go back 
to uun COLSYS puogram to change the ued, gueen, and blue 
values assigned to the cu:t.7uent numbe~ in the colou 
files. 
4. 
5. 
IAT is unable 
cha~acteuistics 
it oliiginated. 
to tliace a face ou point feature 
flTom the display back to EDB f:t.Tom which 
Afte~ operations on the 
must be lTeloaded so 
continue. 
selected 
that the 
scene, the database 
Feal time system can 
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
This paper has 
effective tool fou 
shown that the IAT system is an 
the database modele~s to ve~ify o~ 
impuove texture patteuns. The IAT system eliminates the 
costly time consuming puocedu~es of modifying, loading, and 
testing the database for desired texture patterns. In 
addition, this papeu descuibes how textuuing enhances 
uealistic visual scenes ~elative to the viewer and the 
implementation technique. Finally, the discussion of the 
texture data such as pattern vectou data, modulation maps, 
tuanslation maps, and code data is intended to give better 
insight into the IAT command operations on these elements. 
The IAT system can be made moue efficient by 
eliminating the limitations mentioned ea~lier. Some 
, suggestions for future enhancement aue listed below: 
1. Allow the user to resume ueal time system processing 
afte~ completing the IAT function. 
2. Identify a face o~ point feature using the joystick and 
gene~ate a cuuso~ symbol '+' on the featuue. 
3. Identify EDB and location within EDB from which the 
point ou featuue ouiginated. 
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APPENDIX 
Program Detail Design Documentation 
Title: TXTEXE - Inte~active Texture Executive 
Functional Desc~iption: 
Selects via ope~ators commands to perfo~m online 
modification Patte~n Vecto~ data, Textu~e Reco~ds, o~ Colo~ 
Codes in the Frame II memo~y. 
The progl!am design language fo~ CPC TXTEXE is given below: 
P~og:tram TXTEXE 
Initialize screen windows, and F~ame I common 
P~ompt use~ fo~ command fo~ I/A Textu~e Function 
Do while not an exit command 
Input command f ~om keyboard 
If command equals PVA, then 
Disable Keypad 
Call TXTVEC Texture Pattern Vecto~s modification 
Elseif command equals PVD, then 
Enable Keypad 
Call TXTVEC Textu~e Pattern Vecto~s modification 
Elseif command equals TRA, then 
Disable colo~ 
Disable alll!ec 
Call TXTREC Texture ueco~d(s) modification 
Elseif command equals TCA, then 
Enable colou 
Disable all~ec 
Call TXTREC Texture :treco:trd(s) modification 
Elseif command equals TRG, then 
Disable color 
Enable all~ec 
Call TXTREC Textu~e reco~d(s) modification 
Elseif command equals FCA, then 
Disable light 
Disable Keypad 
Call COLCDE Color Code examine/modification 
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Elseif command equals LCA, then 
Enable · light 
Disable Keypad 
Call COLCDE Color Code examine/modification 
Elseif command equals FCD, then 
Disable light 
Enable Keypad 
Call COLCDE Colo~ Code examine/modification 
Elseif command equals LCD, then 
Enable light 
Enable Keypad 
Call COLCDE Colo~ Code examine/modification 
Else 
Display "INVALID COMMAND" 
Endif 
P~ompt fou next option command 
Enddo 
End 
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Title: TXTVEC - TEXTURE PATTERN .VECTORS MODIFY MODULE 
Functional Description: 
Pe~foum online modification of texture patte~n 
pa~ameteus fou the selected patte~n number. 
vecto~ 
The p~ogram design language for CPC TXTVEC is given below: 
Subuoutine TXTVEC 
Euase the data display and e~ro~ uegions on the VT-100 
Extuact patteun vectou numbeu f~om input 
Determine if patteun vector numbeu is valid 
Cueate index to 'TXCOEF' 
Get normal pointeu f~om 'TXCOEF' to point to normals in 'TXNORM' 
Initialize Delta vauiables 
Initialize f iust pass flag 
If dynamic mode (Keypad option) . then 
Initialize the examine/modify flag 
Display headeu on VT-100 
Get KP and Po fuom 'TXCOEF' 
Get NPX,NPY,NPZ fuom 'TXNORM' 
If a keypad key was depuessed, do requested function 
End if 
Deno~malize NPX,NPY,NPZ Add delta values then Reno~malize 
Denoumalize KP Add delta values then Renormalize 
Denoumalize Po Add delta values then Renormalize 
Stoue KP,Po in 'TXCOEF' 
Sto~e NPX,NPY,NPZ in 'TXNORM' 
Call Real time Dynamic Update uoutine 
If this pa~amete~ is not a skip and if legal value, then 
Reno~malize pa~am to find KP and sto~e in RTS table 
Endif 
Save NPX,NPT,NPZ cuu~ent values from RTS table 
Get Yaw and Pitch 
Get Yaw f~om inbuf 
IF not skip and if legal value, then 
Denoumalize cuuueny NPX,NPY,NPZ to determine Yaw 
Deno~rnalize to deteumine Yaw 
Validate Yaw ente~ed 
Endif 
Get Pitch f~om inbuf 
IF not skip and if legal value, then 
Denoumalize cu~ueny NPX,NPY,NPZ to determine Pitch 
Deno~malize to deteumine Yaw 
Validate Pitch entered 
End if 
Store Wo~king pitch in pitch 
Sto~e wouking yaw in yaw 
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Reno~malize Yaw and pitch and sto~e resulting NPX,NPY,NPZ 
in RTS table 'TXNORM' 
If this is an Update ~equest 
Set up input pa~amete~s fo~ 'TXCOEF' 
Call TXTCOF to update coefficient data 
Call TXTIO to w~ite data to Textu~e Geneuator 
Endif 
Get KP, Po and deno~malize to find W,Ps 
Get NPX,NPY,NPZ and denormalize to find Yaw & Pitch 
Repo~t ~equested data 
Cleau scuolling uegion and ~eset cu~sor 
Retu~n 
End 
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Title: TXTREC - Texture Record(s) Modify Module 
Functional Desc~iption: 
Pe~fo~m online modifications of a texture record fo~ a 
selected face o~ for allfaces within a EDB. 
The p~og~am design language fo~ CPC TXTREC is given below: 
Sub~outine TXTREC 
Inhibit F~ame II p~ocessing 
E~ase data display and e~~ou ~egions on VT-100 
Start extracting data f~om the input buffe~ inbuf 
Read· the selected textu~e geco~d data from the VVM face data 
If Colo~ data examine/modify request, , then 
Get and validate colo~ code f~om inbuf 
Get blend data f~om inbuf 
Endif 
If texture code ~equest, then 
Get textu~e address f~om inbuf 
Get Red modulation colo~ select from inbuf 
Get G~een modulation colo~ select f~om inbuf 
Get Blue modulation colo~ select from inbuf 
If this is a modify uequest, then 
Update VVMBUF and w~ite update ar~ay to I.G. 
Endif 
Endif 
If modify all textu~e records ~equest, then 
Call Modall to modify all textu~e ~ecords in VVM fo~ 
specified CS# 
Else 
Repo~t data to VT-100 screen 
Endif 
Clear scuolling ~egion and position cu~sor 
Retu~n 
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Title: COLCDE - Colo~ Code Examine/Modify Module 
Functional Desc~iption: 
Pe~fo~m online modification of the light and face table 
colou codes in the Frame II colou memo~y. 
The p~og~am design language for CPC COLCDE is given below: 
Subuoutine COLCDE 
Call INPSCN to get Table numbe~ f~om input buffe~ 
Call INPSCN to get Colo~ Code fuom input buff ew 
Call INPSCN to get Red Color f ~om input buffer 
Call INPSCN to get G~een Colo~ f~om input buf fe~ 
Call INPSCN to get Blue Color f~om input buf feu 
If light is t~ue, then 
Initialize the colo~ update light table with 
sync data, cont~ol wo~ds, and colou data 
Else ( Face data ) 
Initialize the colo~ update face table with 
sync data, contuol woFds, and colou data 
End if 
If Keypad is enabled, then 
P~int Face/Light Colo~ Code Red Gueen Blue headeu on sc~een 
Do while keypad code is not escape 
Sample keypad and update delta values acco~dingly 
If fiust pass th~u keypad, then 
Ext~act colo~ data (~ed, g~n,blu) 
End if 
If Delta Values fou Hue, intensity, o~ Satu~ation aue 
non-zeuo, ou fi~st pass th~u keypad, then 
Denoumalize ~ed, g~n, and blu to puoduce hue,intensity 
and saturation value fou delta values 
End if 
If delta value fo~ ued, grn, and blu a~e non-zeuo, then 
Modify ~ed, gun, and blu using delta values. 
Endif 
If any delta values aue non-zeuo,then 
Update dynamic memouy 
Endif 
End do 
Reset f i~st pass flag 
Else examine is enabled, then 
Display colo~ values on scueen 
Else update colou (~ed, gun, OU blu) data f~om pauamete~s 
Update dynamic memo~y 
End if 
Display new colo~ data on sc~een 
Retuun 
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Title: COLRIO - Tuansmit Colo~ data block to IG 
Functional DescPiption: 
This ~outine sets up the necessa~y cont~ol fou cola~ data 
t~ansfeu. It also updates the Face o~ Light data upon 
~equest. 
The p~ogr-am design language fo~ CPC COLRIO is given below: 
Subuoutine COLRIO 
Initialize memo~y addresses 
Set up cont~ol wo~ds 
If face cola~, then 
Copy memouy addPess to t~ansmit butfeP 
Copy Face colo~ data to t~ansmit buffeu 
Copy light color data to transmit buffe~ 
Endif 
Compute wo~king buffe~ index 
Update ued, g~n, blu cola~ 
Inhibit F~ame II puocessing 
Call MDWDIO to save mode wo~d 
Call MDWDIO to uestoFe mode word 
Set up cont~ol woud to ~ead sync 
Set up con~~ol wo~d fou data t~ansfer 
w~ite data to dynamic memouy buffe~ 
Report I/O errous 
Retu~n 
End 
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Title: TXTCOF - Textuue Coefficient P~ocesso~ 
Functional Desc~iption: 
This ~outine creates textu~e coefficients f~om the patte~ns 
and thie~ noumals 
The p~ograrn design language fo~ CPC TXTCOF is given below: 
Sub~outine TXTCOF 
If textu~e is enabled, then 
Clea~ flag and get viewpoint assigned 
Load viewpoint assigned 
If no~mal assigned to viewpoint, then 
Get index into TXCOEF nad TXNORM 
If not ~otated, then 
Rotate it and d~ive dot product 
End if 
Dot noum with position 
Apply scale fo~ KP in Po calculation 
Endif 
Scale and sto~e Po,Cl,C2,C3 
Endif 
Retuun 
End 
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Title: TXTIO - Textu~e Coefficient data I/O module 
Functional Desc~iption: 
Inhibit Texture puocessing and move textuue coefficients 
data to Texture Geneuatou.Restoue processing upon 
completion. 
The puogram design language fou CPC TXTIO is given below: 
Subroutine TXTIO 
Inhibit Textu~e p~ocessing 
Set up IOCB f o~ ~ead sync 
Tuansfe~ data to Texture Gene~atow 
Echo transfeu data 
Resto~e textuue p~ocessing 
Retuun 
End 
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Title: VVMFIO - Vecto~ Ve~tex Memouy I/O Routine 
Functional Descuiption: 
Pe~foErns Read/w~ite of vi~tual blocks of data 
VVM merno~y in F~arne II. 
f rrom/to the 
The p~og~am design language fo~ CPC VVMFIO is given below: 
Sub~outine VVMFIO 
Set up cont~ol word to ~ead sync 
Dete~rnine HSD uead ou w~ite 
If a w~ite ~equest, then 
Move data to t~ansmit buffeu 
Endif 
Set up cont~ol woud fo~ data tuansfe~ 
Wuite data to F~ame II memo~y 
If a ~ead ~equest, then 
Put data into the rreturn buf fe~ 
Endif 
~etu~n 
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Title: MDWDIO - Mode wo~d I/O module 
Functional Desc~iption: 
Perrfo~m ~ead w~ite of mode woud data from/to the I.G. 
The prrog~am design language fou CPC MDWDIO is given below: 
Subrroutine MDWDIO 
If 11ead ,then 
Set rread flag 
Endif 
Set up cont~ol worrds fou read/w~ite 
Send control wol"d to I.G. 
If :tread, then 
Read contFol wo~d fuom I.G. 
Endif 
RetuFn 
End 
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Title: MODTCD Modify Textuue Code Data 
Functional Descuiption: 
Peufo~m Modification of · Textu~e Code· ueco~ds residing in the 
VVM face data a~uay 'VVMBUF' using modification pauameters 
to prepaue the 'VVMBUF fou t~ansmission to the IG. 
The puogram design language fou CPC MODTCD is given below: 
Sub~outine MODTCD 
If texture code adduess pa~ammete~ to be modified, then 
Put new value into output buf feu VVMBUF 
Endif 
If Red Modulation colou select to be modified, then 
Put new value into VVMBUF 
Endif 
If Gueen Modulation colou select to be modified, then 
Put new value into VVMBUF 
Endif 
If Blue Modulation cola~ select to be modified, then 
Put new value into VVMBUF · 
End if 
Retuun 
End 
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Title: MODALL - Modify all textu~e ~ecogds 
Functional Desc~iption: 
Given a CS and a textu~e code addgess, the VVM is 
sequentially sea~ched and fo~ each matching textu~e code 
addgess, a new specified textu~e code addgess and pa~amete~ 
a~e used to 6eplace the old fo6 a given CS ~ 
The p~og~am design language fo~ CPC MODALL is given below: 
Sub~outine MODALL 
Set model block pointe~ 
Output heading 
Read the pointe~ list model header data (2 wo~ds) 
Create index to ve6tex memory 
Do fo~ each face 
Read this face data from ve~tex memo~y 
If this face's textu~e code matches the compa~e 
textu~e code, then 
Call MODTCD to modify this faces texture code 
W~ite the modifued data back into vefftex rnemo~y 
End if 
Update face pointe~ 
Update (deccoment face count) face count 
End do 
Return 
End 
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Title: PLMFIO - Pointe~ List Memo~y I/O Routine 
Functional Description: 
Perfourns Read/w~ite of vi~tual blocks of data f~om/to the 
PLM memouy in F~ame II. 
The p~ogram design language fo~ CPC PLMFIO is given below: 
Sub~outine PLMFIO 
Set up cont~ol wo~d to ~ead sync 
If a w~ite ~equest, then 
Move data to transmit buffe~ 
End if 
Set up contuol wo~d fo~ data t~ansfer 
W~ite data to F~arne II memo~y 
If a ~ead ~equest, then 
Put data into the ~etuun buffe~ 
End if 
~etu~n 
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Title: ORNVRN - O~ientation vecto~s ~enormalize 
Functional Description: 
Reno~malize Textu~e Patte~n vectors. 
The program design language fou CPC ORNVRN is given below: 
Subuoutine ORNVRN 
If yaw = 90 deg, yaw = yaw - .001 
If yaw = 270 deg, yaw = yaw + .001 
If pitch = 90 deg, pitch = pitch - .001 
If pitch = 0 deg, pitch = pitch + .001 
If pitch = -90 deg, pitch = pitch - .001 
Conve~t pitch and yaw to ~adians 
Renormalize to dete~mine NZ wheue 
NZ = SQRT(l/l/(tan(pitch))**2+1) 
Reno~malize to determine NX whe~e 
NX = SQRT(l-NZ**2)/(tan(yaw)**2)+1 
Reno~malize to determine NY where 
NY= NX(tan(yaw)) 
If vecto~ is in quadrant 2 o~ 3, then 
Take inve~se value? fou NX,NY 
Endif 
If vector is negative ,then 
Take inverse value fo~ NZ 
Endif 
Retu~n 
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Title: ORNVDN - Ouientation vecto~s denormalize 
Functional Descuiption: 
Denournalize the O~ientation vectors 
The p~oguam design language fou CPC ORNVDN is given below: 
Subuoutine ORNVDN 
Deno~malize NPX,NPY to deteumine yaw 
Yaw = ARCTAN (NPY / NPX) 
Conveut yaw fuom ~adians to deg~ees 
If vectou in quaduant 2 yaw = 180.0 - yaw 
If vectou in quaduant 3 yaw = 180.0 + yaw 
If vectou in quad•ant 4 yaw = 360.0 - yaw 
Denoumalize NPX,NPY,NPZ to dete~mine pitch 
Pitch= ARCTAN (NPZ / SQRT(NPX**2+NPY**2)) 
Conve~t pitch f~om ~adians to deg~ees 
Retuun 
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